EAS Tag & Label Verifier

This small, portable verifier is perfect for detecting 8.2 MHz EAS hard tags and labels at close range. This product is primarily used for verifying the presence and effectiveness of RF labels that have been source tagged inside retail merchandise packaging. It can also be used to locate tagged merchandise in the pocket, shopping bag, or purse of someone who has triggered the alarm of an EAS security system while exiting the store.

Our verifier is extremely simple to use and has 2 modes of operation. You can keep it in the “On” mode and it will always be armed and ready to detect tags or labels. You can also use the “Stand by” mode, in which it will only detect tags or labels when the button on the side of the unit is pressed and held down.

Specifications:

Dimensions – 5.75 x 3.5 x 1 inches
Power – 9 Volt Battery
Tag & Label Detection - Approximately 3-5 inches depending on the tag or label size